
Chicken Scream

**About Chicken Scream**

Chicken Scream is a fun jump and run game, in which players have to control a small chicken with

the help of their voice.

Chicken Scream is a very entertaining mobile game that impresses with its innovative controls.

Your task is to control a small chicken over platforms. You do not control the chicken with buttons

or your fingers, but just with your voice. For example, the chicken moves forward when you speak

or sing softly. In order to get the chicken over the gap between the platforms, you have to scream.

Your goal is to stay on the platforms for as long as possible, avoid all dangers and collect as many

coins as possible. The longer you manage to control the chicken over the platforms, the more

points you get.

**Chicken Scream - Features:** 

- Jump over gaps: Your main task in Chicken Scream is to control the little chicken over as many

platforms as possible. There is water between each platform. So if you do not jump, the chicken

ends up in the water and the game is over. In addition, dangerous objects such as spikes are

located on many platforms, which can easily spike your chicken. Jump over the gaps and watch

for dangerous objects on the platforms. The longer you manage to overcome the water and dodge

dangerous objects, the more points you get.

- Unique control: The special feature of Chicken Scream is the unique control of the game. You do

not control the chicken by touching the screen, but only with the help of your voice. If you speak or

sing softly, the chicken moves slowly forward. When the chicken has to overcome the water

between the platforms, you have to scream. As soon as you scream, your chicken will jump. If you

want to stop your chicken just before a dangerous object, say nothing. Then your chicken stops

automatically.

- Collect coins: As you jump over obstacles and dodge dangers, you also have to collect coins.

With the collected coins you can then buy great items and characters in the shop.

- Beat the high score: Of course, your goal is to make it to the top of the leaderboard. Train your

voice and control your chicken skillfully through the numerous levels and reach as many points as

possible. In the ranking, you can also see how well your friends have done.

Conclusion: Chicken Scream convinces above all by its innovative and funny controls. The game is

great fun not only for you, but also for your viewers or listeners.


